
School Board Candidate Kerris Lee 
 
Young Dems 
Questionnaire:  
 

Out of the potential sites for the new Central High School, which would you support and why? 

K: I support the use of Dodds park as the best location for a school. The location provides synergies 
wih Parkland College for educational purposes and for cost benefit.  

For example: Pros 

 Vocational training & Certification (Parkland has an underutilized building called the “T” 
building, that has millions of dollars of trades equipment. Students can take course at this 
building at Parkland during the school day which would limit needless duplication of services 
for our schools and help with apprenticeship & certification in the trades 

 Pedagogy/Curriculum (we are getting our kids ready for yesterday’s economy in our current 
form) Proximity to Parkland would allow us identify the gaps and better align our curriculum to 
Parklands so that we can break the cycle of remedial courses for students once they graduate. 
Also, this would be an opportunity to augment both educational systems and help enrich 
courses with supports and supplemental exercises with educators from both establishments.  
Also, the touch points of business that come to career fairs to recruit from Parkland is another 
point on which we can incubate relationships with companies through summer internships and 
summer jobs so that students understand the value in furthering their education 

 Cost (the 110 acres at Dodds vs. the 40 acres we need to build a high school leaves plenty of 
space for parks and shared resources for both entities. Because Dodds has athletic fields 
already means that we will not need to build as many. Thus we can lower the cost for the 
referendum. 

 Graduation Resources (Most kids do not take their senior year seriously. Because of this ) 
We could augment the senior year work on projects at Parkland college so that students can 
have a portfolio of the projects they worked on and completed. To many kids have to find ways 
al carte for training just to be employable. We could be giving valuable experience and or 
associate degrees in their senior year instead. This could help students find jobs, gain some 
maturity, and better prepare students for a high paced college/industry setting.  
 
Also, I want to point out some challenges that I have heard others say and my proposed 
rebuttal.  
 
For example: Cons 

 (A) Some people think that the proximity is to close for kids i.e. older kids dating younger.  ( the 
reality is that we have a working model like the Dodds location. Uni High is a working model 
here in our community that allows High schools to be set in the same places of not only 
colleges, but a university. To that end the university is plagued with rape and crime on green 
street, yet most people do not have a problem with their kids going there. The only unfortunate 
thing is that, Uni only houses 145 kids.  

 (A) Solution: We can provide more vacancy and an enriched pedagogy for this new high 
school that can serve different walks of life at Dodds and houses more spots than Uni. 

 (B) Some people think they are losing their park and do not want their soccer fields taken 
away. 

 (B) Solution: This comes from the same community that said athletics are not important? Here 
is our chance to focus on the academics. Also, the park is underutilized right now during the 
winter and with the land swap that we have offered at Interstate drive; we can increase the foot 
print of Dodds on Interstate Drive. In other words the park district and community would come 
out on top as they would have increased Dodds parks foot print for added resources.  

That being said; If Dodds is not available for the high school then I would also be in support of 
Interstate Drive because doing nothing at 104% capacity is irresponsible for a school district. We 
should meet the needs of our kids and vacancy should be priority for a public school.  



 

 Is there one location you would urge other school board members to choose above the rest?  

K: Yes, I would urge school board members to choose Dodds if it came available for the reasons 
stated above and beyond.  
 

If elected, will you work to get more young people involved in politics? If so, how?  

K: Yes, I would like to start a debate club in our schools. Getting our students in a debate club is a 
great way to get kids familiar with the issues that directly affect them and how to handle these issues 
by exercising their rights in the first amendment and articulating their logic and reason in a respectful 
matter from all points of views. I believe this opportunity will help promote an aware student/citizen 
body that can organize and help make their voice heard.  
 

Have you participated in the past with any voter registration efforts of young people at the U of I, 
Parkland College, or local high schools and will you for future elections? 

K: I have helped promote voter registration through social media and my network channels. Yes, I 
would love to help anywhere I can.  
 

Do you generally consider yourself (place an “X” next to one):  

a Democratic voter  

a Republican voter 

Other X (Progressive Pragmatists) As Defined: is based on two central principles. The 
progressive principle is a belief in bottom-up democracy, in the self-determination of a people. If a 
government ceases to meet the people’s political demands, the people are free to rebel, or not to rebel. 
In some cases, the people may be loyal to leaders, think success is unlikely, or simply be accustomed 
to an autocratic style of rule. But they retain the choice to rebel, no matter how draconian their 
overlords may be. When a foreign state intervenes, it violates the people’s ability to organize its own 
historical path and to develop its own cultural destiny. Similarly, progressive pragmatists believe that 
the constitutional design or economic policies of foreign countries need not look exactly like those of 
the West in order to produce effective and legitimate institutions.  
 

What aspects of the Democratic party's agenda (if any) do you support? 

 Gay marriage  

 Equal pay for women  

 Single payer health insurance  

 Infrastructure investment 

 Investment into education   

 Immigration reform & Criminal Reform  
 

What aspects of the Democratic party's agenda (if any) do you oppose? 

 K: Can’t think of any at the moment, but I would advocate for more cooperation from both parties on 

solving these issues we face as a nation.  
 

Please describe what, if any, progressive priorities you will support or seek to implement at the local 
level if elected. 

 Entrepreneur Center (at the old existing Central) redirecting bad behavior to good behavior with 
incentives (“Kids are not attracted to gangs from the violence, they are attracted to the business 
model”-Kerris Lee) Identifying that driver in negative behavior can be a way to redirect the behavior 
into a positive one instead of always discipline i.e. teaching them how to be an entrepreneur can be 
a positive influence. In meeting the kid where they are at….not where we want them to be. 



 Expanding computational thinking to all schools (I brought together a successful program that 
teaches kids how to computer program at Kenwood elementary that needs to expand in other 
schools. The program is supported by UIUC & University of Chicago & GAP) 

 Introducing Agriculture (fresh produce in the schools, community garden training at the schools, 
donations to food banks)  

 Special Needs (streamlining our process for allocating support to kids in need) We need to get it to 
them earlier.  

 Introducing a policy that makes any vendor donate 5hrs a quarter in mentoring to our students i.e. 
we are the 3

rd
 biggest employer in the community. Our vendors that earn a good living with us 

should know us by helping in our cafeterias and coming in as special guest speakers for our kids. 
This could really help create some additional support mechanisms for our kids in need 

 Putting in new practices for school board meeting i.e. people can twitter in questions and ask for a 
response of questions at the meetings. The place where we hold school board meetings should 
rotate  

 Cultivating a collective bargaining process for our negotiations with the Union CFT 

 Updating our pedagogy and working with our politicians on cutting back on the approach to 
standardized testing  
 

 

Last year the Young Dems and Young Republicans co-hosted a bipartisan voter registration event at 
registration day for Central and Centennial high school students. Do you support a continuation of this 
event? 

K: Yes. I love that it’s bi- partisan. Please keep up the good work 

 

Do you also support allowing the Young Dems and Young Republicans to inform high school students 
about internship opportunities with local elected officials and local political campaigns?  

 

K: Yes. I also would hope both entities will work with us to get some of our students to Springfield and 
meet some of our elected officials. There are a lot of kids in our schools that never have seen the 
capital and should. 

 

(Resume attached for expertise and background)  

 


